Step-By-Step User Guide
Hanse is a tool for analysing international trade flows. Hanse offers unique search capabilities at a highly detailed level to
help identify critical trade relationships.
Hanse allows interactive queries of its database using a simple user interface and produces output in table and chart
formats.
Hanse uses data from the U.N. Comtrade database to ensure high data quality and comparability. The programme provides
regular checks to control for data adequacy.

Home page
Press

to get to the query menu.

The query menu allows to compose the desired query by selecting:
Reporters are countries that report imports and exports and that are used as information source. The reporters comprise
the China, Japan, the European Union at 15 countries (EU-15) and the U.S.
Partners are countries that are counterparts to the reporting country’s imports and exports. They include 187 countries
with the menu Country Groups, countries can be selected individually by selecting Display individual countries or as
aggregated groups.

Trade flows comprise export and imports of the reporting country. Export are the reporting country’s exports to a partner
country and imports are the reporting country’s imports from a partner country.
Classification distinguishes two international trade classifications of goods based on a given international nomenclature at
different levels of aggregation.

HS or Harmonised Commodity Description and Code Systems represents the main international trade classification and is
used for the collection and compilation for international trade statistics. The HS classifies goods as a 2, 4 and 6-digit code
system (AG2, AG4, AG6).
The HS (unstats.un.org) comprises 97 chapters (AG2), 1245 Groupings (AG4) and 5226 product (AG6) descriptions as
headings or subheadings. The first two digits identify the chapter of the good, e.g. 09 = Coffee, Tea, Maté and Spices. The
next two digits identify the groupings within that chapter, e.g.09.02 = Tea, whether or not flavoured. The next two digits
identify the product, e.g. 09.02.10 = Green tea (not fermented).
The HS used in Hanse.biz is the HS of 2002.
SITC or Standard International Trade Classification is used for economic analysis. The SITC classifies goods on the basis of
materials used in production, processing stage, technology and use of products. The SITC comprises 10 sections (AG1), 61
divisions (AG2), 182 groups (AG3), 625 subgroups (AG4) and 1034 items (AG5). The first digits identify the section, e.g. 7 =
Machinery and transport equipment. The next digit identifies the division, e.g. 73 Transport equipment. The next digit
identifies the group, e.g. 732 Road motor vehicles. The next digit identifies the subgroup, e.g. 7328 Bodies and parts motor
vehicles except motorcycles. The last digit identifies the idem, e.g. 73289 Other parts for motor vehicles.
The SITC used in Hanse.biz is SITC revision 1.
Sector range offers a facility to search sectors.

Years allow to select the observation period.

Query
U.S. motor vehicle imports
To analyse U.S. imports of cars and trucks under the HS classification from Germany between 2002 and 2016, the entry
mask would look as follows:

Press

to see the results:

The results show in the upper part the summary trade result that is the sum of the two chapters. The results indicate the
Germany represents 11.31 percent of total U.S. imports in motor cars and trucks in 2016 (market share). The two chapters
represent 19.43 percent of total U.S. imports from Germany (contribution) and the two chapters make 8.87 percent of
total U.S. imports (sector share). Germany is highly specialised on average in both chapters (market specialisation).

Trade indicators
Sector share—Share of a sector in a reporting country’s total imports or exports.
U.S. total import in 2016 is US$2,248.2 billion. Motor cars 8703 (HS AG4) represents US$173.3 billion. Motor cars in 2016 therefore has a
sector share of 173.3/2248.2 * 100 = 7.7 percent.
U.S. total import in 2002 is US$1,200.1 billion. Motor cars in 2002 represents US$115.8 billion. Motor cars in 2002 have a sector share of
9.7 percent. Motor cars have therefore declined relative to total U.S. imports.
Market share—Share of a partner country in imports or exports of a reporting country/region per sector or in aggregate.
U.S. total imports of motor cars (8703 HS AG4) in 2016 is US$173.3 billion. Germany in 2016 in U.S. import of motor cars represents
US$22.2 billion. Germany has a market share in motor cars in 2016 of 22.2/173.3 * 100 = 12.8 percent.
Germany has a market share in 2002 in motor cars of 17.9/115.8 * 100 = 15.5 percent. Germany has therefore lost market share in motor
cars between 2002 and 2016.
U.S. total import in 2016 is US$2,248.3 billion. Germany in U.S. total import in 2016 represents US$116.3 billion. Germany has a total
market share in U.S. import in 2016 of 116.3/2248.3*100 = 5.2 percent. Germany has in 2002 a total market share of 5.3 percent.
Germany has therefore lost total market in U.S. imports between 2002 and 2016.
Contribution—Share of a sector in partner country’s trade.
Germany in 2002 in U.S. imports of motor cars (8703 HS AG4) represents US$18.0 billion and US$63.9 billion in total U.S. imports. Motor
cars in 2002 represent 18.0/63.9 * 100 = 28.1 percent of total U.S. imports from Germany. Motor cars have a contribution of 19.1 percent
in 2016. Motor cars have therefore declined in importance in U.S. imports from Germany.
Specialisation—Relative market share
Germany in 2002 in U.S. imports in motor cars (8703 HS AG4) has a market share of 15.5 percent and a total market share in U.S. imports
in 2002 of 5.3 percent. Germany has therefore in 2002 a market specialisation of 15.5/5.3 = 2.9.
Germany in 2016 in U.S. imports has a market specialisation in motor cars of 2.5. Motor cars have therefore seen a decline in market share
relative to Germany’s total market share in U.S. imports between 2002 and 2016.

EU-15 largest imports in perfumes and toilet waters
To analyse EU-15 imports of perfume and toilet water under the HS classification between 2007 and 2016, the entry mask
would look as follows:

Press

to see the results:

To identify the largest countries in EU-15 imports in perfume and toilet water, select Largest market share under Filter
action. The results show that France has the largest share in EU-15 imports of perfume and toilet water followed by the
U.K. and Spain. While France maintains the dominant market share, it lost market share between 2007 and 2016.

To identify the countries that have increased their market shares fastest in EU-15 imports in perfume and toilet water
between 2007 and 2016, select Fastest growing market share under Filter action and selecting Charts. The three countries
that have increased fastest their market shares are Spain, Netherlands and Poland.

China’s fastest growing imports
To analyse China’s fastest growing imports between 2007 and 2016 at product level of the HS classification, the entry mask
would look as follows:
Press

to see the results:

To select the 10 fastest growing product, select Fastest growing sector share and 10 under Limit.

The 10 fastest growing products in China’s imports between 2007 and 2016 are 870323 Vehicles with cylinder capacity
exceeding 1500cc but not exceeding 3000cc, 999999 Commodities not specified according to kind, 260111 Iron ores and
concentrates, 271111 Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons liquefied natural gas, 271121 Petroleum gases and
other gaseous hydrocarbons gaseous state natural gas, 260300 Copper ores and concentrates, 300490 Medicaments,
270112 Coal, 870840 Gear boxes, 270750 Aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures.
Japan’s largest export destinations for cameras
To analyse Japan’s largest exports of cameras by country under the HS classification at grouping level in 2016, the entry
mask would look as follows:

Press

to see the results:

To select the 10 largest market shares, select Largest market share and 10 under Limit.

The U.S. is the largest destination of Japan’s exports of cameras representing in 2016 21.85 percent of Japan’s exports of
cameras. Cameras represent 0.01 percent of Japan’s exports in 2016. Exports of cameras represent 0.01 percent of total
exports of Japan to the U.S. in 2016. The 10 largest countries for Japan’s camera exports represent 78.65 percent of Japan’s
total camera exports in 2016.

